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1. System Settings-IE Setting
1.1 Login by IE browser
Connect matrix switcher to a computer, and open IE browser. Use the default IP
address 10.10.10.50 to login the system settings interface. The default admin User ID is 0
and password is 000000. Please note this User ID is only for login via IE browser, not
available for login via keyboard.

【Matrix switcher Login Interface】
Notice: The IP addresses of computer and matrix switcher must be in same network
segment. For example，the matrix switcher IP is 10.10.10.50, mask code is
255.255.254.0. Then the computer’s IP must be 10.10.10.XX.And mask code must be
255.255.254.0
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【Main Menu Interface】

1.2 Network Settings
1.2.1NetworkParameters

【Network Parameters】
IP Address：
Subnet Mask：
Gateway：

Default 10.10.10.50
Default 255.255.254.0
Default 10.10.10.246
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WEB Service Port：

Default is 80

Network Starting Port: Starting port distributed to the matrix switcher system, default is
18801.
Notice: The matrix switcher’s IP address and IP address of other devices in the network can
not be the same.
The Subnet Masks of the devices in the network must be same.
All the starting ports of the devices in the network must be same.

1.2.2 MAC Address

【MAC Address】
Physical Address： The default is 00:50:C2:85:XX:XX. Please do not modify the physical
address, unless there is a clash with other device. If it is difficult to connect the matrix
switcher switcher after modifying the physical address. Please run arp-d in windows start
menu.

1.3 Configuration
1.3.1 Module Configure
This matrix switcher is composed by several card modules with different functions. Every
card will be mounted into the card cage of the matrix switcher and the system will show the
current status of every card.
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【Configuration】
Chassis Addr： The current card module’s RS-422 port address in the matrix switcher card
cage.
Slot Addr：The slot address of the current card module. Their number is 1~19 by counting
from the front of the matrix switcher.
Module Function：The type of the card modules. Like video switch module, audio switch
module, OSD module, alarm module and power supply modules. The modules with different
functions can be grouped according the user’s requirements.
Module Model： The model number of the card module.
Status：

Reserved function for further updating.

Version：

The version of the card modules.

Input Phys Start and Num End: Set a range of physical address for the video input.
Output Phys Start and Num End：Set a range of physical address for the video output.
Edit：

Reserved function for further updating.

1.3.2 Scan Matrix switcher Configurations
If the slot addresses of card modules have been changed because of hardware update model
expansion and maintenance, please scan the configuration to update the information of card
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modules.

【Scan Configuration】
Select Scan Matrix switcher Configuration and press ok, the system will scan the card
modules in the card cage. It will take about 10 seconds. During this period please do not do
other settings.

1.3.3 Save Matrix switcher Configurations

【Save Matrix switcher Configurations】
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After scanning the system configuration, please check the result and save it.

1.3.4 Synchronize OSD Setup

【Synchronize OSD Setup】
If the OSD module card has been changed, the Synchronize OSD Setup can copy the current
OSD information to the new OSD module.
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1.4 Settings
1.4.1 Matrix switcher Time Setup

【Matrix switcher Time Setup】
The displayed time is the time of the computer, but not the time of matrix switcher. Press ok to
synchronize the time of computer and matrix switcher.
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1.4.2 Startup/Shutdown Setup

【Startup/Shutdown Setup】
Resume Arming On Starting：When the matrix switcher starts up, the system will resume
the alarm arming status at last shutdown.
Switch to Default Cameras On Starting： When the matrix switcher starts up, every monitor
won’t show the image before last shutdown. The images will shift to the default cameras (visit
the Monitors Setup to change the default cameras).
Call Macro On Starting： When the value of Setup Item is not 0, the system will call the
appointed Macro operation at starting up. For example, if the user hope to switch the images
from camera No.1, No.2 and No.3 on the monitor No.1, the user need to edit a macro
command as macro No.1: SWH 1.1.0；DWL 3；SWH 1.2.0;DWL 3; SWH 1.3.0;DWL 3;LOP；
Then set the Macro No.1 as the starting Macro and the input value is 0.
Call Macro On Shutting Down：When the value of Setup Item is not 0, the system will call
the appointed Macro operation at shutting down.
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1.4.3 Operation Log Setup

【Operation Log Setup】
Storage Operation Types: Select what kind of operation log will be recorded. Totaling 1024
logs can be recorded.
COM Port Output: The operation log can be outputted by COM port and printed by printer.
Clear Operation Logs： Select this item to clear all the operation logs.

1.4.4 PTZ Control Release Time and Coaxial Control Mode

【Edit PTZ Control Release Time】
PTZ control Release Time: If the user control a PTZ camera, after a brake with how much
time, other users will be allowed to control this camera.
If coaxial control (C type) module is added to the matrix switcher, please select “CType mode”.
Matrix switcher supports both RS-485 control and coaxial control mode.
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1.5 Admin
1.5.1 User Management

【User Management】
User ID：

Total 97 ID No.（If a user’ ID No. is 0, this user can only log on the matrix switcher

by IE）。
User Name：The ID’s User Name could be seen on KBD-5820 keyboard.
Status：

Show the current status of user. There are 3 kinds of status: Normal, Delete and

Hang. Select Normal if it is in use status.
User Group：Classify the users by their authorities. The authorities have been classified as
Senior Operator, General Operator, General Admin, Secondary Admin and Senior Admin.
Senior Admin can do all the settings of the matrix switcher. Secondary Admin can not
upgrade the system and scan configuration. General Admin can not do system setting. Senior
Operator can not do alarm arming and disarming. General Operator can not lock current
monitor and camera.
Macro：

When the value of this item is not 0, the system will operate the default Macro

command.
Edit：

Change the settings.
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【Edit Matrix switcher User】

1.5.2 Network Device Management
The matrix switcher can communicate and work with other external devices through Ethernet.
For security consideration, the matrix switcher and other external devices’ IP addresses must
be set in a same network segment.

Moreover, the information of external devices needs to

be registered in system.

【Network Device Management】
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Device：

The type of external devices which can work with the matrix switcher includes

PTZ control keyboard, control code distributor, alarm host, audio host and etc.
Configurations：The configurations of external devices.
Description：Description of the external device, max 8 characters.
Status：The external device is available only when the status is “Connect”.
IP Address：The IP address of the external device.
Current Status：To show whether the external device is online now.
Attributes：When the external device is keyboard, this item shows which control subarea and
alarm subarea the device is in currently.
Operate： Press the button to add or delete external devices.

【Edit PTZ Keyboard】

【Edit Code Distributor】

【Edit Network Device】
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The matrix switcher can search the online external devices automatically. If the matrix
switcher find a PTZ keyboard in the network, but it hasn’t been registered in the system, the
user must set the Status Setup to be Connect, then the keyboard can be available.
Notice： Some models of matrices switcher have embedded one channel control code
distributor.

1.5.3 Camera Setup

【Camera Setup】
Camera Address-ID：It is the physical address of the video input channel and can’t be
modified.
Camera Address-Logical ID: The logical address of camera. It is defaulted to be in
correspondence with physical address. The monitor No. which is inputted on the keyboard is
also the camera’s logical ID. And the logical ID can be grouped.
Camera Address-422： The corresponding RS-422 port No. of the camera.
Camera Address-Slot：The corresponding slot No. of the camera.
Camera Address-Channel：The camera No. on the blade card.
Control-ID：The ID No. for the control code distributor of PTZ camera.
Control-Port：The port No. for control code distributor of PTZ camera.
Control-Address：The logical address of PTZ camera
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Camera Attributes-OSD 1：The characters displayed on the first line.
Camera Attributes-OSD 2：The characters displayed on the second line.
Camera Attributes-display: The display format of character.
Camera Attributes-Reverse Control: The reverse control of Iris, zoom and focus.
Camera Attributes-AUX: The modes of AUX: Point Action and Latch.
Camera Attributes-Audio: The physical address of the audio input which is in
correspondence with the camera.
Camera Attributes-Macro: The default macro command for the corresponding camera.
Video Loss Alarm-Detect: Video loss detection on the camera
Video Loss Alarm-Delay: The dwell time of the displayed alarm information when video loss
alarm occur.
Video Loss Alarm-Macro: The macro command which is triggered by video loss alarm.
Video Loss Alarm-Subarea: When the video loss alarm occurs, the alarm information will be
displayed on the monitor who belongs to an alarm subarea.
More: Press More to see the details of every camera.
Edit：Press Edit to adjust the parameters

【Edit Camera】
Conjunction Cameras：A camera can have 10 conjunctive cameras, then the user can view
a scene at different points.
Control Group：The priority to control the cameras. Every camera can be controlled by
several users. The control priority has 15 classes. Class 1 is the highest. The user in class 15
only has the right to view.
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1.5.4 Monitor Setup

【Monitor Setup】
Monitor Address - ID: Physical No. of monitor.
Monitor Address - Logical ID: Logical No. of monitor. Two monitors can have a same logical
ID.
Monitor Address – 422 port: The 422 port connect the matrix switcher cage and video
switcher card which the video output belongs to.
Monitor Address – Slot: The slot No. of the video switcher card in the matrix switcher cage.
Monitor Address – PlateNum： The No. for monitor on video switcher card.
Monitor Address – Description: Every monitor can have a short description with 8 English
characters.
Monitor Attributes – Camera: The default camera matches with the monitor when the
system restarts.
Monitor Attributes – Display Subarea：Reserved function for updating.
Monitor Attributes – Control Subarea ： The control subarea is used for distributing
authorities to keyboards to control monitors. There are totally 32 controls subareas. Every
monitor can only belong to 1 control subarea. And only the keyboard in the same subarea can
control and switch the monitors.
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Monitor Attributes - Macro： The default Macro command matches the monitor. Normally
this Macro is a switching sequence.
Particular: Press More to see the detail parameters of monitor setup.
Edit：Press Edit to enter into parameter settings.

【Edit Monitor】

1.5.5 Audio setup
Intelligent Network Matrix switcher can work with audio matrix switcher or network audio
matrix switcher of RS-422 and set attribute for all input audio channel. Setting RS-422 audio
matrix switcher will be displayed in the matrix switcher module by fax. When set network
audio matrix switcher it should add IP of network audio matrix switcher and set it to
connection in the equipment management of video matrix switcher.
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【Audio setup】
Audios address – ID: Setup of audio physical ID is not available
Audios address - Logical ID: The logical ID of audio can amend but not repeat. According to
the same logic address the audio matrix switcher and video matrix switcher can switch
simultaneously, for example: audio input of No.32 logic address and video input of No. 64
logical address can be set to No. 64 logic address as well as switch simultaneously.
Audios address - Chassis Addr/ Device Num:

Number of matrix switcher cage of audio

board
Audios address - Slot Add: Number of port of audio input card.
Audios address – Loop: Number of audio on the audio input card.
Audio Attributes – Description: Description information.
Audio Attributes – Type:

”Local” means audio inputs from the local audio input card

Audio Alarm – Alarms: The audio alarm will detect the decibels of the audio inputs. The
sensitivity of audio detection can be adjusted.
Audio Alarm – Sensitivity:

The sensitivity of audio alarm detection.

Operate – Particular: The detail information of audio setup
Edit: Press Edit to enter into parameter setting.

1.5.6 Macro Setup
By calling macro number, you can make a group of complicated operation. And you need to
set a macro before calling it.
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【Macro Setup】
Click 【More】to view detailed macro list, which includes： Setup Item, Macro Number, Macro
Description, Macro Call Status, Authorized User and Macro Command List. Except users in
the list，others do not have the right to use this macro；macro particular list shows all the
commands, parameters, and descriptions of commands contained in this macro in detail.

【Macro Particular List】
Click【Setup】to view macro group edit。In this page， you can select which customers have
the right to call this macro.
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【Edit Macro Group】
Click【Edit】to edit macro group。In macro group edit page，users can select command
in ”Command Gather”, fill in the related parameters, and add or insert to the macro group list
on the right. And then fill in the macro description, and submit. Via keyboard or multi-media
software users call the related macro, or the macro can be called on schedule or activated by
certain accident. When called, some macro needs parameters like monitor No, and some do
not. Enter the macro No and click enter to carry it on or add each macro on certain keys on
the keyboard, and press the key to carry it on.
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【Edit Macro Command】
Note: Macro is kind of program to realize user’s system needs, making user’s routine work
easier.

1.6 Alarm Setup
Intelligent Network Matrix switcher supports various kinds of alarm inputs，and can set
properties for all the alarm outputs. The matrix switcher can scan the built-in alarm input
module in module configuration function. M/L Matrix switcher supports built-in alarm module。
When making configuration of serial alarm decoder，users need to set matrix switcher code
distributor’s Com and protocols which the decoder connects in the alarm point edit page,
615P/D protocols supported. When making configuration of network alarm host, users need
to add IP of network alarm host in video matrix switcher devices management and set the
status as connected. When making configuration of audio matrix switcher，users can set
audio input in the alarm input management to realize high decibels alarm.
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1.6.1 Add/Set Alarm Point

【Alarm Setup】

【Edit Alarm】
Physical Number：
Logical Number：

The physical address of alarm input.
The alarm input address number of user could be any numbers

between 1 to 65535 but can’t repeat.
Alarm Source：

Alarm source include alarm host, alarm decoder, alarm input module

and audio input.
Alarm Host ID： Equipment address of alarm host or alarm decoder connected to the alarm
input.
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Alarm Loop Number: The port number on code distributor or the subarea number on alarm
host.
Alarms OSD Caption：Caption with 8 English characters.
Alarm Dwell Time：The interval time between two alarms.
Alarm Linkage： The No. of Macro command which is triggered by alarm.
Alarm Conjunction Number：The alarm picture will show on the screen, when there is alarm
in one alarm address；one alarm address can be related up to 5 cameras, and each camera
can set one preset position。
Alarm Reset Type： Rest time is the time duration when the alarm shows on the screen
before it is cleared(Auto or Manual)；When the reset time is set as “0”，the alarm status of one
alarm address can be cleared only manually or automatically

to stop it showing on the

screen。
Alarm Reset Mode： Reset mode will decide whether to set reset time and reset time start
from the alarm time or clear time。
Alarm Subarea：

The No. of alarm subarea.

1.6.2 Alarm Subarea Setup

【Edit Alarm Subarea】
Subarea Code： The system supports 16 subareas。
Monitor Subarea：

Every alarm subarea can distribute 10 monitors to display alarm.

Every monitor can only be distributed 1 alarm subarea. If not, it will cause abnormal.
Alarm Display Method： When the contact with warning address alarming, It can be used to
choose the display method of the cameras associated with monitors. There are 6 kinds of
display methods, more details about them, please refer to Chapter 4.
All Disalarm Trigger Macro：It is the code of macro when the alarm is disalarmed in the
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subarea.

1.6.3 Alarm Global Setup

【Alarm Global Setup】

【Alarm Logs Setup】
Auto disalarm means the matrix switcher will disalarm automatically after the camera site
disalarmed. Manual disalarm means the matrix switcher will not disalarm automatically until
manually disalarm.
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1.7 Alarm Logs List
The matrix switcher system can store up to 1024 alarm logs and operation logs.

【Operation /Alarm Logs List】
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1.8 Maintenance
1.8.1 Save Matrix Switcher Settings

【Save Matrix switcher Settings】
Select Save all Current Settings and press ok. Then all the previous setting will be saved.
Normally the system will save all the settings before log out the system.
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1.8.2 Export Setup

【Export Setup】
The Export Setup will save the current settings (except Macro commands) as backup file. To
keep the consistency between exported settings and current settings, please do not change
settings, call Macro or start alarm switches before exporting the current settings.
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1.8.3 Import Setup

【Import Setup】
Import Setup will import the settings backup file and cover the current settings. Please
operate carefully and store the current settings before import.
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1.8.4 Export Macro Code

【Export Macro Code】
Export Macro Code will save all the current Macro commands as backup file.

1.8.5 Import Macro Code

【Import Macro Code】
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Import Macro will restore the Macro commands saved in the backup files. Please notice the
Macro commands of different model of matrix switcher can not be imported.

1.8.6 System Upgrade

【System Upgrade】
Load the system upgrade file to start upgrading operation.

1.8.7 Reboot System Settings

【Restart System】
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1.8.8 Change Password

【Change Password】
The new password is only for the current user.
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2. System Settings-OSD Setting
2.1 OSD Setting Introduction
The system allows only one senior administrator for OSD setting at the same time. If video is
background, OSD setting can be done on any monitor, while with black background, OSD
setting can be done only on the first monitor. OSD setting is an easy access to the basic
function setting of matrix switcher.
How to enter OSD setting: Connect keyboard to matrix switcher, log on to matrix switcher.
Press SHIFT + PROG, input 6-digit password, Press Enter. This password is the same as
that when you log on to matrix switcher through keyboard.
Basic Operation Instructions：
OSD setting is applicable to keyboard KBD-5820 On keyboard KBD-5820, the shuttle can be
used to add or subtract numbers and turn up or down pages.
Cursor Movement：The joystick is used for cursor movement. Enter could also be used for
moving cursor in sequence.
Turn Pages：Page Down: SHIFT+NEXT（or turn shuttle on KBD-5820 clockwise）

；Page

Up: SHIFT+PREV（or turn shuttle on KBD-5820 counterclockwise）.
Jump to：When there are more than one pages editing, you can jump to another page by
input page number and press Enter.
Number Input：Move the cursor to where you want to input numbers, input and press Enter.
If the input value is valid, cursor will move to next place automatically; if the input value is not
valid, the cursor remain and the value will restore to original value, (On keyboard
KBD-5820, the shuttle can be used to add or subtract numbers)
Change Status：Press NEXT or PREV，user could Switch between “Y” or “N”.（On keyboard

KBD-5820, the same thing can be done by turning shuttle clockwise or counterclockwise.
Main Menu is as fig 2.0
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Main Menu
---------------------------1 SYSTEM
2 CAMERA
3 MONITOR
4 AUDIO
5 ALARM
6 USER
7 DEVICE GROUP
8 MACRO
0 EXIT

Fig 2.0 OSD Main Menu
Note：In any status of OSD SETTING MODE, user could exit OSD setting by pressing SHIFT
+ PROG and input the six-digit password and press Enter.
Main Menu：
Through Main Menu, user can access to submenus as follows:
1 SYSTEM --------------------------------|-- 1.1 BOARD CONFIG
|-- 1.2 SET VIDEO TYPE
|-- 1.3 LANGUAGE
|-- 1.4 TIEM & DATE
|-- 1.5 NETWORK
|-- 1.6 START/SHUTDOWN
|-- 1.7 CONTROL RELEASE TIME
|-- 1.8 SELECT OSD VIDEO
|-- 1.9 SYNCRONIZE OSD

2 CAMERA SET MENU----------------- 2.1 BASIC SETUP
|-- 2.2 CONTROL SETUP
|-- 2.3 OSD SETUP
|-- 2.4 VLOSS LINK MACRO
|-- 2.5 AUDIO SETUP

3 MONITOR SET MENU ------------ |-- 3.1 BASIC SETUP
|-- 3.2 CHARACTER SETUP
|-- 3.3 LINK MACRO
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4 AUDIO CONFIG

5 ALARM CONFIG ------------------- |-- 5.1 ALARMS----- |-- 5.1.1 MORE ALARMS
|-- 5.2 ALARM GROUP
|-- 5.3 ALARM RESET MODE
|-- 5.4 EDIT ALARM
|-- 5.5 DISALARM MODE SETUP

6 User GROUP

7 DEVICE MANAGEMENT-----------------

|-- 7.1 DEVICE MANAGEMENT

8 MACRO SET MENU ------------------- |-- 8.1 EDIT MACRO MENU--------------------|-- 8.1.1 SERIES SWITCH
MENU
|-- 8.1.2 TOUR MENU
|-- 8.1.3 SCHEDULE
|-- 8.2 MODIFY MACRO MENU
How to start a function in the menu:：
Press the corresponding number to start a function; or move joystick up and down to select a
function, and move joystick rightward to start the selected function or press ENTER to
confirm.

2.1 System Configuration Menu
In System Configuration Menu, Press the corresponding number to enter an item; or move
joystick up and down to select a item, and move joystick rightward to enter or press ENTER
to confirm.
For example：Press “1”or move the cursor to item“1”，then press “ENTER” or move joystick
rightward, you’ll enter “Board Config”. If you press“0” or move he cursor to item“0”，then press
“ENTER” move joystick rightward, you’ll be back to main menu.
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SYSTEM SET MENU
----------------------------1 Board config
2 Set video type
3 Language
4 Time & date
5 Network
6 startup/shutdown setup
7 Control release time
8 Select OSD video
0 Return

Fig 2.1 SYSTEM SET MENU

2.1.1Board Configuration Menu
Same as the “matrix switcher module configuration” in IE settings, Board Configuration Menu
shows board configurations of the current matrix switcher, such as the input and output
channels of switching board, character board, audio board, alarm board etc.
Board Config
---------------------------No Chassis Slot Class
Type
1
0
1
switch
32*16
2
0
2
switch
32*16
3
0
3
switch
32*16
4
0
4
switch
32*16
5
0
5
switch
32*16
6
0
6
switch
32*16
7
0
7
character 16
Return
Fig 2.1.1 Board Set Menu
Board Configuration Menu can show 128 board configurations at the maximum. Serial
numbers are editable, while others in the menu are for review only, and can not be modified.
Instructions for Board Configuration Menu：
Page down: “SHIFT”+“NEXT”；Page up: “SHIFT”+“PREV’;
Jump：Move the cursor to the row of No., input any number between1 and 128, and press
ENTER to jump to the wanted page.
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Back: Move the cursor to No. 1, and move joystick leftward to go back to higher-level menu.
Or else, you can also go back via “Back”: move the cursor to “Back”, move joystick rightward
or press“ENTER”to go back.

2.1.2 Video Format Selection Menu
Select video format according the video standard of video input. This menu is for the setting
of character board, default PAL.
Note：System will configure all monitors when the video format is changed, therefore, do not
change video format too frequently.
Video Type Setup
――――――――――――
PAL

[*]

NTSC

[

]

Return
Fig 2.1.2 Video Format Selection Menu
Instructions for Video Format Selection Menu：
Cursor movement: Move joystick up and down.
Video Format Selection：when cursor is on PAL or NTSC, move joystick rightward or
press“ENTER”to confirm（* is the mark for the selected option.）.
Back：when cursor is on PAL or NTSC, move joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you can
also go back via “Back”: move the cursor to “Back”, move joystick rightward or
press“ENTER”to go back.

2.1.3 Language Selection Menu
OSD menu supports both English and Chinese languages. User can choose between
Chinese and English.
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Language Setup
―――――――――――

[* ]

中文
ENGLISH [

]

Return
Fig 2.1.3 Language Setup Menu
Instructions for Language Selection Menu：
Cursor movement: Move joystick up and down.
Language Selection：when cursor is on “中文” or “ENGLISH”, move joystick rightward or
press “ENTER” to confirm（* is the mark for the selected option.）
Back：when cursor is on “中文” or “ENGLISH”, move joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you
can also go back via “Back”: move the cursor to “Back”, move joystick rightward or press
“ENTER” to go back.

2.1.4 Matrix switcher Time Menu
User can set the format of system date, modify system time and date via Matrix switcher
Time Menu. Move joystick up and down to choose lines that need to be modified, and move
joystick leftward and rightward to choose options.
Set time & date
――――――――――――
Format： YYYY/MM/DD
Date： 2008/04/07
Time： 17:14:01
Day： Monday

Return

Fig 2.1.4 Matrix switcher Time Menu
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Instructions for Matrix switcher Time Menu：
Cursor movement: Move joystick up and down, cursor will jump to “Format”, “Date”, “Time”
and “Day”. Move joystick leftward and rightward, cursor will jump to specific options.
Selection

of

Date

Format

YYYY/MM/DD(Year/Month/Date)

：

there

、

are

3

date

formats,

namely

DD/MM/YYYY(Date/Month/Year)

and

MM/DD/YYYY(Month/Date/Year). Move cursor to the line of “Format”, move joystick
rightward or press “NEXT”/ “PREV” to switch.
Setting Date: the range of year: 2001-2099，the range of month: 1-12，the range of date: 1-31.
Input a number and press “ENTER”, cursor will jump to next option. If the number is out of the
above range, cursor will not move and numbers will not change. Say if you want to input April
7th, 2008, set the format as MM/DD/YYYY (Month/Date/Year), input 4 and press “ENTER”,
then cursor moves to DD and input 7, press “ENTER”, then cursor moves to YYYY, input
2008 and press “ENTER”, then the settings are completed.
Setting Time: the range of hour: 0-23，the range of minute: 0-59，the range of second: 0-59.
Input a number and press “ENTER”, cursor will jump to next option. If the number is out of the
above range, cursor will not move and numbers will not change. Say if you want to input
17:14:01，input 17，press “ENTER”，then cursor moves to next option; input 14, press
“ENTER”，then cursor moves to next option; input 1, press “ENTER”, then the settings are
completed.
Back：when cursor is on “Format”, move joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you can also go
back via “Back”: move the cursor to “Back”, move joystick rightward or press“ENTER”to go
back.

2.1.5 Network Settings Menu
User can modify WEB server port, Network Port Number, IP address, Subnet Mask Code and
Network Gate via Network Settings Menu. System will restart automatically after “IP address”
is modified. “Physical address” is currently not modifiable.
Note: The IP address of matrix switcher must not be the same with that of other network
equipments
Subnet Mask Code of all network equipments must be set to be the same.
Starting port of all network equipments must be set to be the same.
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Network Setup
――――――――――――――
Mac：00.50.C2.85.00.01
WEB port:80 Network Port:18801
Matrix switcher IP address：10.10.10.50
Subnet Mask：255.255.254.0
Gateway：10.10.10.246
Return

Fig 2.1.5 Network Setup Menu
Instructions of Network Settings Menu：
Cursor movement: Move joystick up and down, cursor will jump to “WEB sever port”, “IP
address”, “Subnet Mask Code” and “Network Gate IP Address”. Move joystick leftward and
rightward, cursor will jump to specific options.
Setting WEB sever port: range of WEB sever port number: 1-65535，If the number is out of
the above range, cursor will not move and numbers will not change.
Setting Network Port: range of Network Port number: 1-65527，If the number is out of the
above range, cursor will not move and numbers will not change.
Setting IP Address: range of the first option: 1-223，range of other options: 0-255，If the
number is out of the above range, cursor will not move and numbers will not change.
Setting Subnet Mask Code: range of Subnet Mask Code:为 0-255，If the number is out of the
above range, cursor will not move and numbers will not change.
Setting Network Gate IP Address: range of the first option: 1-223，range of other options:
0-255，If the number is out of the above range, cursor will not move and numbers will not
change.
Back: when cursor is on “WEB sever port ”, move joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you
can also go back via “Back”: move the cursor to “Back”, move joystick rightward or
press“ENTER”to go back.

2.1.6 ON/OFF Parameters Menu
Start restore arm: when starting system, restore arm status to when system was shut down
last time.
Start switch to default camera: when system is started, switch default cameras to each
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monitor. (if user wants to modify “default camera”, please go to “Monitor”)
Start calling macro: if macro is not set to be 0, when system is started, it will call the preset
macro automatically.
Startup/Shutdown Setup
――――――――――――――
On resume arm
[ Yes ]
On switch to default cam
[Yes ]
On run macro
[Yes ]
Macro No.
[ 1 024]
Cam
[ 00001 ]
Mon
[ 00002]

Return

Fig 2.1.6 Startup/Shutdown Setup Menu

Instructions for ON/OFF Parameters Menu：
Cursor movement: Move joystick up and down, cursor will jump to “Start restore arm”, “Start
switch to default camera”, “Start calling macro”, “Macro No”, “Related Cam” and “Related
Mon”. When cursor is on “Macro No”, “Related Cam” or “Related Mon”, move joystick
rightward, cursor will jump to the next line.
Select “Start restore arm”: move cursor to “Start restore arm”, move joystick rightward or
press “NEXT”/ “PREV” to select “Yes” / “No”.
Select “Start switch to default camera”: move cursor to “Start switch to default camera”,
move joystick rightward or press “NEXT”/ “PREV” to select “Yes” / “No”.
Setting “Macro No”: Move cursor to “Macro No”, input number, press “ENTER” to confirm.
Range of Macro NO. is 0-1024，If the number is out of the above range, cursor will not move
and numbers will not change. If the number is 0, “Start restore arm” will be “No”; if the number
is not 0, “Start restore arm” will be “Yes”.
Input “Related Cam” and “Related Mon”: range: 0-65535，If the number is out of the above
range, cursor will not move and numbers will not change.
Back：move joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you can also go back via “Back”: move the
cursor to “Back”, move joystick rightward or press “ENTER” to go back.
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2.1.7 Control Release Time
When a user stops controlling a pan/ tilt camera or zoom camera, Control Release Time is the
time needed for other users to control the current camera.
Note: Users with higher priorities will be able to win the right to control the current camera
directly.

Control Release Time
―――――――――――――

5 seconds（1~ 60）

Return
Fig 2.1.7 Control Release Time Menu
Instructions：
Cursor movement: Move joystick up and down, cursor will jump between input line and
“Back”.
Input Control Release Time: range: 1~ 60 seconds. If the number is out of the above range,
cursor will not move and numbers will not change.
Back：When cursor is on input line, move joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you can also
go back via “Back”: move the cursor to “Back”, move joystick rightward or press “ENTER” to
go back.

2.1.8 OSD Setting Menu
This function is only for monitor No 1. When under internal synchronization status, you can
enter OSD settings without video（Black screen status）; when under external synchronization
status, you can enter OSD settings with video on. it will turn to black screen status
automatically when video loss happens.
Note：To enter OSD settings on other monitors, the system will regard it as external
synchronization，i.e. to make OSD settings with video on; you can not enter OSD settings
without video, or enter black screen status when video loses happens.
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OSD Video
―――――――――――――
Select

INT Synchronization [* ]
EXT Synchronization [ ]

Return

Fig 2.1.8 Select OSD Video Menu
OSD Setting Instruction：
Cursor movement：Move joy-stick upward or downward to move between options and ”Back
to previous menu”.
Synchronization mode selection：internal synchronization means，when entering OSD
settings，the background of screen is black；External synchronization means，when making
OSD settings，the background of screen is the current video。Move the joy-stick between
“Internal synchronization” and “External synchronization” to set the synchronization mode as
inner or outer（* will be on the line of the selected mode）.
Back：When on the line of “Internal synchronization” or “External synchronization”, move
joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you can also go back via “Back”: move the cursor to
“Back”, move joystick rightward or press “ENTER” to go back.

2.1.9 Synchronize Character board
When you want to change character board，you can move the character information to the
new character board via the following menu. Execution Time is subject to the input/output
channels of the matrix switcher，and the time given is single machine working time for only
reference.
Note：Character information is stored in the character board as well as in the CPU board，
and synchronization character board OSD setting is to transfer the character information in
CPU board to the new character board.
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Synchronize OSD
―――――――――――――
Synchronize OSD Setup：
Ok
Note： execution time: 30s

Return

Fig 2.1.9 Synchronize OSD Setup

Synchronization character board OSD Setting Menu instruction：
Cursor movement: Move joy-stick upward or downward to move between options and ”Back
to previous menu”.
Synchronization character board OSD Setting：Move cursor to “Confirm”，and move the
joy-stick rightward

or press ENTER to start synchronizing board OSD. As in the following

figure，this operation will take about 30 seconds. During this period，you can not make other
operations; the following window will be displayed when synchronization character board
OSD Setting ends。
Back：on the line of “Confirm”，move the joy-stick leftward to return to previous menu ；move
cursor to “Back”，move the joystick rightward or press “ENTER” to go back.
Synchronizing OSD
―――――――――――――
Synchronizing OSD Setup
Synchronizing...
Note：This operation will take about 30 seconds

Return
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The following window will be displayed when synchronization character board OSD Setting
ends；

Synchronizing OSD
―――――――――――――
Synchronizing OSD Setup
Finish
Note：This operation will take about 30 seconds

Return

2．2 Camera Setting Menu

Camera Set Menu
―――――――――――――
1 Basic Setup
2 Control Setup
3 OSD Setup
4 Vloss Link Macro
5 Link Audios
0 Return

Fig 2.2 Camera Setup Menu
In Camera Setting Menu, Press the corresponding number to enter an item; or move joystick
up and down to select a item, and move joystick rightward to enter or press ENTER to
confirm.
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For example：Press “1”or move the cursor to item“1”，then press “ENTER” or move joystick
rightward, you’ll enter“ Basic Setting”. If you press“0” or move he cursor to item“0”，then press
“ENTER” move joystick rightward, you’ll be back to main menu.

2.2.1 Basic Setting menu
You can set the logical number for cameras and choose the status of video loss alarm. The
biggest physical number in “Basic Setting menu” represents the maximum cameras that
could be connected.

Phy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Basic Setup
―――――――――――――
. Logical No. video loss
1
Y
2
Y
3
Y
4
Y
5
N
6
Y
7
Y
Return

Fig 2.2.1 Basic Setup menu
Basic Setting menu Instructions：
Turn Pages：Page Down: SHIFT+NEXT（or turn shuttle on KBD-5820 clockwise）

；Page

Up: SHIFT+PREV（or turn shuttle on KBD-5820 counterclockwise）.
Jump to：When cursor is on the row of “physical number”, you can jump to another page by
input page number and press Enter.
Logical number setting：Move cursor to the row of logical number, input numbers between 1
and 65535，press “ENTER” .If the input is valid, cursor will move to the row of video loss. If
the number is out of the above range, cursor will not move and numbers will not change.
Note: you cannot repeat logical numbers, if you do, tips will display above “Back”.
Video loss alarm: Move cursor to the row of logical number, press “PREV” or “NEXT” to
switch between “Y” or “N”。“Y”=open video loss detection，“N”=close video loss detection
Back: on the line of “Physical number”，move the joy-stick leftward to return to previous
menu ；move cursor to “Back”，move the joystick rightward or press “ENTER” to go back.
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2.2.2 Control Setting Menu
You can set the device, port and address for cameras via Control Setting Menu. The biggest
physical number in “Basic Setting menu” represents the maximum cameras that could be
connected.
Equipment: Equipment ID number of code dispatcher of camera.
Port: Port number of high speed dome or decoder of camera.
Address: Address of high speed dome or decoder of camera.
Control setup
―――――――――――――
Physical code.Device Port
Address
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
1
1
3
4
1
1
4
5
1
1
5
6
1
1
6
7
1
1
7
Return

Fig 2.2.2 Control setup menu
Control Setting Menu Instructions:
Flip Page: Flip next page by entering “SHIFT”+“NEXT”; Flip previous page by entering
“SHIFT”+“PREV”.
Jump: Move cursor to the “physical code”,enter number within the maximum of physical code,
push “ENTER” key, the page will jump to the right one.
Equipment setup: Move cursor to the equipment, enter number between 1 to 99, push
“ENTER”, if it is effective cursor move to port; it not equipment restore to the former No.
Note: If customer doesn’t know the equipment ID number of code dispatcher, it can be
viewed in the management menu.
Port setup: Move cursor to the equipment, enter the number between 1 to 32, and push
“ENTER”, if it is effective, cursor jump to the address; if not port restore to the former No.
Address setup: Move cursor to equipment, enter number between 1 to 255, and push
“ENTER”, if it is effective, cursor jump to the next line; if not address restore to the former No.
Return: In the first line of “physical code”, turn the joystick left will back to the former menu;
via move cursor to “back to former menu”, push “ENTER” or turn the joystick right back to the
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former menu.

2.2.3 Character setup menu
Character setup describes the character of camera and each camera can put two line
characters and each line includes 16 English letters or 8 Chinese. It support both Chinese
and English and each page can describe three cameras.
OSD setup
―――――――――――――
Physical code character
1
2

3

First point
First point
Second point
Second point
Third point
Third point

Fig 2.2.3 Control setup menu
Cursor to the camera, push “ENTER” and open camera description edit menu;
Link Macro setup
―――――――――――――
Physical code Macro
1
First point
First point
2
Second point
Second point
3

Third point
Third point

[Region code] :
Return

Press “CAM” to switch input method, and push “MON” to display punctuation;
In Chinese form, it supports region code, abc, ABC, 123 four forms, and character are all
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SBC case.
In English form, it supports abc, ABC, 123 three forms;
Chinese punctuation supports <， 。 ？ ！ ： ； 、
《》￥“ ” @

#%&+-<=>_/~ （ ）

‘’
English punctuation supports < . ？,! 〞# $ % &( ) * + `/: ; =>{ } | ~ ^[ ]–
Chinese input: push “CAM” switch to “region code” form, enter four figures, and push
“ENTER” the relevant Chinese will display in the camera description, region code of
corresponding Chinese can be viewed in the appendix of user’s manual.
English input: push “CAM” switch to “ABC” or “abc” form, push number key the relevant
English letter will display and select with joystick, push “ENTER” it will display in the camera
description.
Number input: push “CAM” switch to “123” form, push number key the relevant number will
display in the camera description.
Mark input: push “MON” switch to mark form, move cursor to left or right to select needed
mark, push “ENTER” it will display in the camera description.
Cancel character: Move cursor to the character will cancel, push “ESC” cancel it.
Flip Page: Flip next page by whirling shuttle clockwise or push “SHIFT”+ “NEXT”; Flip
previous page by whirling shuttle inverse hour or push “SHIFT”+ “PREV”.
Note: while flip the edit character in previous page will put into character board.
Jump: this function just use in picture 2.2.3, move cursor to physical code, input number
within the maximum in physical code, push “ENTER” page will jump to the right one.
Exit edit interface: push “SHIFT”+ “ESC” simultaneously then exit edit interface of camera
description.
Return: In the first line of “physical code”, turn the joystick left will back to the former menu;
via move cursor to “back to former menu”, push “ENTER” or turn the joystick right back to the
former menu.

2.2.4 Linked audio setup menu
Linked audio setup can setup audio physical address regarding corresponding each channel
camera, and the maximum of physical code is the total camera connected.
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Linked audio setup
―――――――――――――
physical code
audio
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
Return

Fig 2.2.4 Linked audio setup menu
Linked Audio Setup Menu Instructions:
Flip Page: Flip next page by entering “SHIFT”+“NEXT”; Flip previous page by entering
“SHIFT”+“PREV”.
Jump: Move cursor to the “physical code”,enter number within the maximum of physical code,
push “ENTER” key, the page will jump to the right one.
Linked audio setup: Move cursor to linked audio, enter number within the maximum in audio
physical address, push “ ENTER”, if it is effective, cursor jump to the next line of linked audio;
if not, linked audio restore the former No.. The maximum of audio physical address is the total
audio point connected.
Return: In the first line of “physical code”, turn the joystick left will back to the former menu;
via move cursor to “back to former menu”, push “ENTER” or turn the joystick right back to the
former menu.

2.3 Monitor Setup
Monitor setup menu is used to make setup of each monitor. Press the number before the
option you want to select；or move the joy-stick upward or downward to move the arrow in the
menu to the option,
Move the joy-stick rightward or press enter button on keyboard to enter the selected option.
For example：Enter “1”or move the arrow with joy-stick to option“1”，and press “ENTER” or
move
the joy-stick rightward to enter “Basic Setup” menu。 If you input“0” or move the arrow by
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joy-stick
to“0”，and press “ENTER” or move the joy-stick rightward to return to the main menu.
Monitor Set Menu
―――――――――――――
1 Basic Setup
2 OSD Setup
3 Default macro activation setup
0 Return

Fig 2.3 Monitor Set menu

2.3.1 Basic Setup
Make setup of the logical series no and control region of each monitor by using monitor basic
setup. Control region is used to set the control privilege of keyboard group to the monitor
group, and the system supports up to 32 control regions. Each monitor do not have to be set
into control region, and can only be set to one control region. Maximum value of the physical
series no in the monitor basic setup is the maximum number of monitors that can be
connected with devices.
Basic Setup
―――――――――――――
Physical SN
Logical SN ControlRegion
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
3
1
4
4
1
5
5
1
6
6
1
7
7
1
Return to Previous Menu

Fig 2.3.1Basic Setup Menu
Operation instruction of basic setup menu：
Turn Page：Press “SHIFT”+“NEXT” to page up；press “SHIFT”+“PREV” to page down。
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Jump：When the arrow is on the line of “Physical SN”，input a number smaller than the
maximum number，and press “ENTER”，then the page will jump to the related page.
Logical SN Setup：Move the arrow to logical SN and enter a number between1 and 65535，
and press “ENTER”. If the input logical SN is available, the arrow will jump to control region. If
the input logical SN is out of the legal range，the arrow will not move and logical SN will return
to the value before input.
Note: No duplicate inputs of logical SN, and there will be a note on “Return to Previous Menu”
if there are any.
Control Region Setup：Move the arrow to control region and input a number between1 and
32. Press “ENTER”，if the input control region is available, the arrow will jump to next logical
number; if the input control region is out of the legal range, the arrow will no move and the
control region value will return to the value before input.
Return：On the first line of “Physical SN”，move the joystick leftward to return to previous
menu directly; move the arrow to “Return to previous menu”，and press “ENTER” or move the
joystick rightward to return to previous menu.

2.3.2 OSD Setup Menu
Use character setup menu to make setup of time, date, monitor description, and the
displayed position and status of status bar for each monitor.
OSD Setup
Monitor Logical SN：0001
―――――――――――――
x-coordinate
y-coordinate
Display
Date 0
0
Y
Time 16
0
Y
Monitor Description 0
11
Y
Camera Description12
10
Y
Status Bar
0
9
Monitor Status Y
Camera Status Y
Alarm Status
Y
Return

Fig 2.3.2 OSD Setup Menu
Operation Instruction of character setup menu:
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Turn Page：Press “SHIFT”+“NEXT” to turn page up；press “SHIFT”+“PREV” to turn page
down。
Jump：When the arrow is on the line of “Physical SN”，input logical number，and press
“ENTER”. If the logical SN number is available, then the page will jump to the related page
and the arrow will jump to horizontal ordinate “Date”. If the input logical series number is not
available, the arrow will not move and return to previous value
Horizontal ordinate setup: Move the arrow to horizontal ordinate and input a number
between0 and 19. Press “ENTER”: if input value is available，arrow will move to “longitudinal
coordinates”; if input value is out of range，arrow will not move and the value will return to
previous value before input.
Longitudinal coordinates setup：Move the arrow to the longitudinal coordinates，and input
a number between 0 and 11. Press

“ENTER”: If the input value is available，the arrow will

jump to “Display”; if input value is out of range，the arrow will not move and the value will
return to previous value before input.
Display Selection：Move the arrow to “Display”，and press NEXT button or PREV button，
“display” will be changed as “Y” or “N”。“Y” means display on monitor，“N” means no display
on monitor.
Return：On the first line of “Physical SN”，move the joystick leftward to return to previous
menu directly; move the arrow to “Return to previous menu”，and press “ENTER” or move the
joystick rightward to return to previous menu
Note：Display position of “time”、“date”、“monitor description”、“camera description” and
“status bar” on the monitor，has been set on the best position when production. We suggest
you not to make great changes；values displayed in Fig 2.3.2 are the factory default value.

.2.3.3 Default Trigger Macro Setup Menu
By using default trigger macro setup, you can set the default macro for monitor, which is
usually a switch sequence. Maximum physical SN of default trigger macro setup is the
maximum number of monitors that can be connected with devices.
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Link Macro Setup
―――――――――――――
Phy
Trigger Macro
1

1

2
3
4
5
7

2
3
4
6
7
Return

Fig 2.3.3 Default Trigger Macro Setup Menu
Operation instruction of default trigger macro setup menu：
Turn Page：Press “SHIFT”+“NEXT” to turn page up；press “SHIFT”+“PREV” to turn page
down。
Jump: When the arrow is on the line of “Physical SN”, input a number smaller than maximum
physical SN number. Press “Enter”, and the page will jump to the related page.
Trigger Macro Setup: Move the arrow to trigger macro, and input a number between 1 and
1024. Press “Enter”: if the input trigger macro is available, the arrow will jump to trigger macro
on the next line; if input trigger macro is out of the above range, the arrow will not move and
the trigger macro will return to the value before input.
Return：On the first line of “Physical SN”，move the joystick leftward to return to previous
menu directly; move the arrow to “Return to previous menu”，and press “ENTER” or move the
joystick rightward to return to previous menu

2.4 Audio Point Configuration Menu
By using audio point setup, you can make setup of the threshold value and whether to enable
audio alarm for the audio point. Threshold is the sensitivity of audio alarm testing: the smaller
the value is, the more sensitive it will be. The maximum physical SN in the audio point setup
is the number of audio points that have been configured for the devices.
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Audio Set Menu
―――――――――――――
Physical SN

Alarm

Threshold

1

Yes

80

2

Yes

80

3

Yes

80

4

Yes

80

5

Yes

80

6

Yes

80

7

No

00
Return

Fig 2.4 Audio Set menu
Operation Instruction for audio point configuration menu:
Turn Page：Press “SHIFT”+“NEXT” to turn page up；press “SHIFT”+“PREV” to turn page
down。
Jump: When the arrow is on the line of “Physical SN”, input a number smaller than maximum
physical SN number. Press “Enter”, and the page will jump to the related page.
Audio Alarm Setup: Move the arrow to audio alarm, press “PREV” or “NEXT” to switch
between “Y” and “N”. “Y”=Enable audio alarm, “N”=Disable Audio Alarm.
Threshold value setup: Move the arrow to threshold value and input a value between 1 and
127. Press “ENTER”: if the input value is available, the arrow will move to the audio point
alarm on the next line; if input value is out of range, the arrow will not move and return to the
value before input.
Return：On the first line of “Physical SN”，move the joystick leftward to return to previous
menu directly; move the arrow to “Return to previous menu”，and press “ENTER” or move the
joystick rightward to return to previous menu
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2.5 Alarm configuration menu
Alarm Set Menu
――――――――――――
1 Alarm
2 Alarm Group
3 Alarm reset mode
4 edit alarm
5 Back to main menu

Fig 2.5 Alarm Set menu
Description of alarm configuration menu: select right menu via entering the number before
menu or moving joystick, and if the background turn white the menu be selected. Push
“ENTER” in the keyboard or turn joystick right then enter the selected menu.
Such as: input “1”and push “ENTER”, it jump to “Alarm point configuration”; if input “0” and
push “ ENTER”, it back to the main menu.

2.5.1 Alarm point configuration menu
Alarm point configuration setup alarm region, logical code. Alarm region is the alarm
region code of alarm address. The maximum of physical code is the total number of alarm
point connected.

Phy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Alarm setup
――――――――――――
Group Logical mode
other
1
00001
more
1
00002
more
1
00003
more
1
00004
more
1
00005
more
1
00006
more
1
00007
more
Return

Fig 2.5.1 Alarm set menu
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Description of alarm point configuration menu
Flip Page: Flip next page by entering “SHIFT”+“NEXT”; Flip previous page by entering
“SHIFT”+“PREV”.
Jump: Move cursor to the “physical code”,enter number within the maximum of physical code,
push “ENTER” key, the page will jump to the right one.
Alarm region setup: Move cursor to alarm region setup, enter number between 1 to 16, and
push “ENTER”, if it is effective, cursor jump to the place for logical number; if not alarm region
restore to the former one.
Logical code setup: Move cursor to logical code, enter number between 1 to 65535, and push
“ENTER”, if it is effective, cursor jump to the next place for alarm region; if not, logical code
restore to the former one.
Note: Don’t repeat the logical code, if it is repeat it will display in the “back to the former
menu”.
Return: In the first line of “physical code”, turn the joystick left will back to the former menu;
via move cursor to “back to former menu”, push “ENTER” or turn the joystick right back to the
former menu.
If want to further setup for alarm, please move cursor to “more”, and push “ENTER” or rotate
the shuttle to the menu for setting the alarm.
Alarm group：００1 Alarm Trigger：√
――――――――――――――――――――
Alarm mode
Cam１： 0001
Preset：2
Cam２： 0002
Preset：2
Cam３： 0003
Preset：2
Cam４： 0004
Preset：2
Cam５： 0005
Preset：2
Time for switching delay
5S
Trigger Marco 0001 Point reference ： 0000
Monitor reference：0000
Return
Alarm Trigger: Alarm trigger and alarm display, when alarm trigger is allowed, the alarm
trigger and alarm display are opened at the same time.
Trigger Camera: When one alarm address alarming, the pictures are displaying on the
monitor. One alarm address can trigger up to 5 cameras, at the same time setup the preset
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position for every camera.
Switch Delay: If many cameras are triggered with one alarm address, switching time was
used to decide the display period of every camera on the monitor. We must set the switching
period, if there is only one camera was triggered with the alarm point, setup the keeping
period as“0”，the camera will keep displaying on monitor when triggering alarm, even though
there are other alarming cameras.
Macro Trigger: When the alarm address correspondent point is alarming, the system will
trigger the code of macro.
Operation Introduction:
Alarm Trigger Setup: Move cursor to Alarm Trigger Setup, press “PREV” or “NEXT” can
switch“√”or “×”. “√”=Start Alarm Trigger, “×”=Close Alarm Trigger
Trigger Alarm Setup: Move the cursor to Trigger Camera Setup and enter the No. 0 -4096,
press “ENTER”, if it is effective, cursor will jump to “preset”. If not, cursor will not move and
Trigger camera will be back to the former No.
Preset Setup: Move cursor to Preset Entering to enter No. 0-128, press “ENTER”. If it is
effective, the cursor will jump to the next line “Trigger Camera”; If not, cursor will not move
and Preset Position will be back to the former No.
Switch Display Setup: Move cursor to Switch Display and enter 0-127, press “ENTER”. If it
is effective, cursor will jump to “Trigger Macro”, if not, cursor will not move and Switch Display
will be back to the former No.
Trigger Macro Setup: Move cursor to Switch Display and enter 0-1024, press “ENTER”. If it
is effective, cursor will jump to “Point Parameter”, if not, cursor will not move and Trigger
Macro will be back to the former No.
Point Parameter: Move cursor to Switch Display and enter0-65535, press “ENTER”. If it is
effective, cursor will jump to “Monitor Parameter”, if not, cursor will not move and Point
Parameter will be back to the former No.
Monitor Parameter: Move cursor to Switch Display and enter 0-65535, press “ENTER”. If it
is effective , cursor will jump to “Back”, if not, cursor will not move and Monitor Parameter will
be back to the former No.
Back: One the position of “Alarm Trigger”, move left by joystick can be back to the last menu
directly. Move cursor to “Back”, press “ENTER” or move right by joystick to be back to last
menu.
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2.5.2 Alarm Subarea Configuration Menu
Alarm Subarea: the system supports 16 alarm subareas.
Monitor Subarea: Every alarm subarea can assign 10 monitors to display alarming. Every
monitor can only be assigned to one alarm subarea and can not be displayed repeat on the
monitors in the same alarm subeare. If one monitor is assigned to many alarm subarea, it
would cause abnormal.
Alarm Display Method: it is used to choose the display method of the cameras related with
monitors when alarmed. The display methods can be divided to 6 ways.
Close Alarm to Trigger Macro: when the alarming all disappeared, it can trigger the code of
Macro.
Alarm Subarea 01――――
Alarm Display Method 1 （1~6）
Close Alarm Trigger Macro 0001
Point Parameter 0001
Monitor Parameter 0001
Alarm Monitors
1 00001
6 00006
2 00002
7 00007
3 00003
8 00008
4 00004
9 00009
5 00005
10 00010
Back
Fig 2.5.2 Alarm Subarea Configuration Menu
Operation Instruction:
Flip Page: Flip next page by entering “SHIFT”+“NEXT”; Flip previous page by entering
“SHIFT”+“PREV”
Jump：Move cursor to “Alarm Subarea”, enter 1-16 then press “ENTER”, the page will just to
that page.
Close Alarm Trigger Macro Setup: Move cursor to Switch Display and enter 0-1024, press
“ENTER”. If it is effective, cursor will jump to “Point Parameter”, if not, cursor will not move
and Trigger Macro will be back to the former No.
Point Parameter: Move cursor to Switch Display and enter0-65535, press “ENTER”. If it is
effective, cursor will jump to “Monitor Parameter”, if not, cursor will not move and Point
Parameter will be back to the former No.
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Monitor Parameter: Move cursor to Switch Display and enter 0-65535, press “ENTER”. If it
is effective , cursor will jump to “Back”, if not, cursor will not move and Monitor Parameter will
be back to the former No.
Alarm Monitor Setup: Move cursor to Alarm Monitor and enter 0-65535, press “ENTER”. If it is
effective , cursor will jump to next “Alarm Monitor”, if not, cursor will not move and Alarm
Monitor will be back to the former No.
Note: Every monitor can only be assigned to one alarm subarea and can not be displayed
repeat on the monitors in the same alarm subeare.
Back: On the position of “Alarm Trigger”, move left by joystick can be back to the last menu
directly. Move cursor to “Back”, press “ENTER” or move right by joystick to be back to last
menu.

2.5.3 Alarm Reset Method Menu
Timing Method: The Timing Method decide whether setup the reset time and reset time is
caused by alarm or closing alarm.
Delay Time: Delay Time is alarm reset time, it is the alarming time before a alarm address is
disclosed(manual or auto) on the monitor. When the reset time is set as”0”, it means the
alarming address can cancel alarming on monitor only by closing alarm(manual or auto).

Close Alarm Method
―――――――――――――――――
Physics Code
Timing Method Delay Time
1
Alarm Timing
０１０
2
Alarm Timing
０１０
3
Alarm Timing
０１０
4
Close Timing
０１０
5
Close Timing
０１０
6
Close Timing
０１０
7
Close Timing
０１０
Back
Fig 2.5.3 Alarm Reset Method Menu
Alarm Reset Method Operation Introduction:
Flip Page: Flip next page by entering “SHIFT”+“NEXT”; Flip previous page by entering
“SHIFT”+“PREV”.
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Jump：Move cursor to “Physics Code”, enter Max No. then press “ENTER”, the page will just
to that page.
Timing Method Setup: Move cursor to Timing Method, press “PREV” or “NEXT” can switch
“Alarm Timing” or “Close Timing”
Time Delay Setup: Move cursor to Time Delay and enter 0-255, press “ENTER”. If it is
effective, cursor will jump to next “Timing Method”, if not, cursor will not move and Time Delay
will be back to the former No.
Back: On the first line of “Physics Code”, move left by joystick can be back to the last menu
directly. Move cursor to “Back”, press “ENTER” or move right by joystick to be back to last
menu.

2.5.4 Adding Alarm Point Menu
User Can add “Decoder” and “Alarm Host Computer” in alarm list by this menu.
Decoder:
Code splitter device No.: The device address of the code splitter connected with the alarm
input point. Note: Before setup, please confirm the device has been added in the system. Can
check it in device management.
Control Port No.: The port address of code splitter correspondence with alarm input point
Decoder Address: The code of alarm input point in this port. It is only effective when the
device is code splitter.
Alarm Point No.: Code of alarm point in decoder and speed dome. (When decoder/speed
dome has several alarm input point)
Alarm Host:
Alarm Host Device No.: The device address of alarm host connected with alarm input point.
Note: please make sure the device has been added in the system when setup, could check in
device management.
Alarm address: it is the alarm return No. of alarm host, if there are 32 channels alarm, the
alarm return No. are 1-32 channels.
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Add Alarm Point：001
――――――――――――――
Decoder [ ]
Stream Distribute Device No. ： 01
Control Port
：01
Decoder Address：100
Alarm Point ：1
Alarm Host [ ]
Alarm Host Device No.：
Alarm Address：
Back to Previous Menu
Fig 2.5.4 Add Alarm Point Menu
Add Alarm Point Menu Operation Introduction:
Flip Page: Flip next page by entering “SHIFT”+“NEXT”; Flip previous page by entering
“SHIFT”+“PREV”.
Jump：Move cursor to “Add Alarm Point”, enter alarm point code, then press “ENTER”, the
page will just to that page.
Alarm Source Setup: Move cursor to “Decoder” or “Alarm Host”, press “Enter” or turn
joystick right to choose the alarm source.
Note: When the alarm source was chosen, we can enter to alarm edit. Otherwise we can’t,
and the cursor only can move among “Decoder”, “Alarm Host”, “Add Alarm Point” and “Back
to Previous Menu”.
Stream Distributor Device No. Setup: Move cursor to stream distributor No. and enter 0-99
(effective No. is 1-99, when enter 0, the system will think the alarm source is no effect.) Then
press “ENTER”. if it is effective, cursor will jump to next “Control Port”, if not, cursor will not
move and stream distributor device No. will be back to the former.
Please confirm the device has been added in the system. We can check it in device
management.
Control Port Setup: Move cursor to Control Port and enter 0-16, press “ENTER”. If it is
effective, cursor will jump to next “Decoder Address”, if not, cursor will not move and Control
Port will be back to the former No.
Decoder Address Setup: Move cursor to Decoder Address and enter 1-255, press “ENTER”.
If it is effective, cursor will jump to next “Alarm Host”, if not, cursor will not move and Decoder
Address will be back to the former No.
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Alarm Host Device No. Setup: Move cursor to Alarm Host Device No. and enter
0-99(effective No. is 1-99, when enter 0, the system will think the alarm source is no effect.)
press “ENTER”. If it is effective, cursor will jump to next “Alarm Address”, if not, cursor will not
move and Alarm Host Device No. will be back to the former No.
Note: Please confirm the device has been added in the system. We can check it in device
management.
Alarm Address Setup: Move cursor to Alarm Address and enter 1-255, press “ENTER”. If it is
effective, cursor will jump to next “Back to previous menu”, if not, cursor will not move and
Alarm Address will be back to the former No.
Back: On the position of “Add Alarm Point”, move left by joystick can be back to the last menu
directly. Move cursor to “Back”, press “ENTER” or move right by joystick to be back to last
menu.
Note: After the interface edited, you need to amend the logical code in the table 2.5.1 Alarm
Configuration Menu. Otherwise the alarm points can’t be controlled.

2.5.5 Close Alarm Method Menu

Close Alarm Method Choose:
――――――――――――――
Auto [* ]
Manual

[

]

Back to Previous Menu
Fig 2.5.5 Close Alarm Method Menu
Close Alarm Method Menu Operation Instruction:
Cursor Move: Move cursor up and dome, the cursor will move between option and “Back to
Previous Menu”.
Close Alarm Method Choose: Choose “Auto” or “Manual” mode by moving joystick right at
“Auto” and “Manual” or press “ENTER”(The correspond mode will be chosen where * is).
Back: In the “Auto” and “Manual” line, move joystick left to back to previous menu, or move
cursor to “Back to Previous Menu”, move joystick right or press “ENTER” to back to previous
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menu.

2.6 User’s Configuration Menu
Code: Code is user’s TD, and system support 97 users (The user whose ID is 0 can only log
on by IE).
Status: If the current user is normal or not. There are three user’s status: Normal, Delete,
Hold. In status of using, it should be normal. It should choose Hold when temporarily stop.
Grade Authority: Mark user’s operation grade. System offer 5 grade purview: Senior
Administer, Junior Administer, Ordinary Administer, Senior Operator and Ordinary Operator.
“Senior Administer” can set all keyboard parameters, other users don’t have authority to
operate “Keyboard User’s Management” and “Back to Manufacture Setup”. The other four
administers will be divided authority area depending on demands of system function
extended.

User’s set menu
―――――――――――――――――
PHY Status ATTRIBUTE
1
NORMAL Senior Admin
2
NORMAL Senior Operator
3
NORMAL Senior Operator
4
DELETE Senior Operator
5
DELETE Senior Operator
6
DELETE Senior Operator
7
DELETE Senior Operator
Return

Operation Instruction:
Flip Page: Flip next page by entering “SHIFT”+“NEXT”; Flip previous page by entering
“SHIFT”+“PREV”.
Jump：Move cursor to “Code”, enter number between “0-97”, then press “ENTER”, the page
will just to that page.
Status Setup: Move cursor to Status, press “PREV” or “NEXT” can switch the user’s status,
“Normal”, “Delete” and “Hold”.
Authority Attribute Setup: Move cursor to Authority Attribute, press “PREV” or “NEXT” can
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switch authority attributes. System offer 5 grade purview: Senior Administer, Junior
Administer, Ordinary Administer, Senior Operator and Ordinary Operator.
Back: In the first of “Code”, move joystick left to back to previous menu directly; Move cursor
to “Back to Previous Menu”, press “ENTER” or move joystick right to be back.

2.7 Device Management Menu

Code
1
2
3
4
Edit
5
6
7

Device Management
―――――――――――――
Device Type Surveillance
Edit
PTZ Keyboard Monitor
Edit.
Stream Distributor Connect Edit
Alarm Host
Disconnect
Edit
Matrix switcher
Connect
No Device Disconnect
No Device Disconnect
No Device Disconnect

Edit
Edit
Edit.

Back to Main Menu
Fig 2.7.1 Device Management Menu
Matrix switcher system supports many network devices, including PTZ keyboard, Stream
Distributor, Alarm Host, Audio Matrix switcher, Matrix switcher and so on. The Status Bar
displays the current status of network devices,(there are three status: connect, disconnect
and monitor). Picture 2.7.1 Device Management Menu
Flip Page: Flip next page by rotating big flying shuttle clockwise or entering “SHIFT”+“NEXT”;
Flip previous page by rotating big flying shuttle anticlockwise or entering “SHIFT”+“PREV”.
Jump：Move cursor to “Code”, enter number between “0-99”, then press “ENTER”, the page
will just to that page.
Back to Main Menu: In the first of “Code”, move joystick left to back to previous menu
directly; Move cursor to “Back to Previous Menu”, press “ENTER” or move joystick right to be
back.
Entering device edit menu, move cursor to “Edit” list, press “ENTER” or rotate “Small Flying
Shuttle”(5880 keyboard), then can enter to edit interface.
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2.7.1 Edit Device Menu
If choose different device type, the edit interface will be different. Picture 2.7.2 is Device Edit
Menu without Device, Picture 2.7.3 is PTZ Keyboard Edit Menu, Picture 2.7.4 is Network
Device Edit Menu. The No. behind Edit Device in the first line of menu represents the code of
editing device.
Cursor Move: Move joystick up, down, let and right, the cursor will move between “Device
Type” and the last line.
Device Type Choose: Move cursor to Device Type, move “Small Flying Shuttle(5880
keyboard) or press “PREV” and “NEXT”, the device type will be switched. The device type
including: No Device, PTZ Keyboard, Stream Distributor, Alarm Host, Audio Matrix switcher,
Matrix switcher, Control Site, Network Access Control and PC-DVR.
Device Model Choose: When the Device Type Choose is not “No Device”, move cursor to
Device Model, and rotate “Small Flying Shuttle”(5880 keyboard) or press “PREV” and “NEXT”,
the correspondent device model will be switched, for example PTZ keyboard including color
keyboard and blue screen one.
Setup Status Choose: There are three setup statuses: Disconnect Connect and Monitor.
Only when the setup status is connected, the device will be effective.
IP Address: The IP addresses occupied by network devices. The input scope of IP address
is 1-233 in the first place on left; the others are 0-255. Input legal IP addresses, then press
“ENTER”, the IP address will be confirmed. If it is illegal, the No. will be back to former. By
rotate the “Small Flying Shuttle”(5880 keyboard), the IP address will increase or decrease in
legal scope.
Current Status: present if the current devices are online, there are three status: disconnect,
connect and monitor.
If the device type is PTZ keyboard, there is a keyboard attribute in Edit Device Menu. The
Control Subarea and Alarm Subarea input method is same as that of IP address. The input
number scope has been marked behind input box.
Edit Device1
―――――――――――――
Device Type: No Device
Device Model: None
Current Status: Disconnected
Save

Back

Fig 2.7.2 Device Edit Menu without Device
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Edit Device1
―――――――――――――
Device Type: PTZ Keyboard
Device Model: Blue Screen Keyboard
Set Status: Connected
Set IP Address: 10.10.10.80
Current Status: Disconnected
Keyboard Attribute
Control Subarea: 01 scope (1-32)
Alarm Subarea: 1 scope (1-16)
Save

Back

Fig 2.7.3 PTZ Keyboard Edit Menu
Edit Device 1
―――――――――――――
Device Type: Stream Distributor
Device Model: Built-out 4 channels
Set Status: Connect
Set IP Address: 10.10.10.150
Current Status: Disconnected
Save

Back

Fig 2.7.4 Network Device Edit Menu
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2.8 Macro Set Menu
The content list in Macro Set Menu displays the first Macro order of each Macro.

Macro Configuration
―――――――――――――
Code

Content

Edit Modify

0001

ARM

Edit...Modify..

0002

AUX

Edit..

0003

LMD

Edit.. Modify..

0004

Empty

Edit..

0005

Empty

Edit..

0006

Empty

Edit.

0007

Empty

Modify..
Modify..
Modify..
Modify..

Edit.. Modify..

Return

Fig 2.8.1 Macro Set Menu
Operation Instruction:
Flip Page: Flip next page by rotating big flying shuttle clockwise or entering “SHIFT”+“NEXT”;
Flip previous page by rotating big flying shuttle anticlockwise or entering “SHIFT”+“PREV”.
Jump：Move cursor to “Code”, enter number between “0-1024”, then press “ENTER”, the
page will just to that page.
Back to Main Menu: In the first of “Code”, move joystick left to back to previous menu
directly; Move cursor to “Back to Previous Menu”, press “ENTER” or move joystick right to be
back.
Entering the next menu: move cursor to “Edit” or “Amend” list, press “ENTER” or rotate
“Small Flying Shuttle”(5880 keyboard), then can enter to Macro edit interface （Picture 2.8.2）
or Macro amend interface(Picture 2.8.6).

2.8.1 Edit Macro Menu
Fig 2.8.2 is Edit Macro Menu, the No. behind Macro code on menu is the current editing
Macro code. The menu supports three Macro edit templates, sequence switch, track and
timing operation.
Cursor Move: Move joystick up, down, let and right, the cursor will move between “Edit” and
“Back to Previous Menu”.
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Back to Previous Menu: In the line of “Sequence Switch”, move joystick left to back to main
menu directly; Move cursor to “Back to Previous Menu”, and

move joystick right press

“ENTER” or to be back.
Enter Macro Templates Edit Menu: Move cursor to “Edit” list, if the Macro of this No. is the
same type as chosen template Macro (for example the Macro of No.1 is sequence switch, the
chosen Macro edit template is also sequence switch) or the Macro No. is empty, pressing
“ENTER” or rotating “Small Flying Shuttle” can enter into Macro Template Edit Menu. If they
are not the same type (for example the Macro of No.1 is sequence switch, the chosen Macro
edit template is track), there will appear an tips interface, just like Picture 2.8.3 is Macro Setup
Confirm Menu. Move cursor right and left, the cursor will move between “No” or “YES”, if
press ENTER on “No”, this No. Macro will be not deleted, and the interface will be back to
Picture 2.8.1 Macro Configuration Menu. If press ENTER on “YES”, this No. Macro will be
deleted, and will enter to Macro template edit menu.
Advise users reedit edited Macro templates carefully. In order to avoid the unnecessary loss,
you had better choose the empty Macro No. to edit.
No.：0001
―――――――――――
Select Templates
Series Switch
[Edit…]
Trace
[Edit…]
Schedule
[Edit…]
Macro

Return
Fig 2.8.2 Edit Macro Menu

Template Confirm
――――――――――
Please note! Choose “YES” to delete
the unsuitable Macro content, and
choose “NO” to back.
YES
NO

Fig 2.8.3 Macro Setup Confirm Menu
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2.8.1.1 Sequence Switching Menu
Sequence Switching is to switch multi-channel videos on a specific monitor. Choose
command “SWH” for switching, and choose command “LOP” for a loop. As is shown in
Picture 2.8.1.1, add dwell time after every “SWH” command, then Sequence Switching
setting is completed.
Macro：0001

Loop：√

―――――――――――――
No. MON

CAM

PRE

Delay

01

00001

00001

001

005

02

00002

00002

002

005

03

00003

00003

003

005

04

00004

00004

004

005

05

00005

00005

005

005

06

00006

00006

006

005

07

00007

00007

007

005

SAVE

Return

Fig 2.8.1.1 Series Switching Menu
Instructions：
Page up: Turn the shuttle clockwise or press SHIFT +NEXT to turn page up；Turn the shuttle
counter-clockwise or press SHIFT +PREV to turn page down.
Jump ： When cursor is on “No.”, input numbers between 1 and 32 via keyboard ，
press“ENTER” to jump to the designated page.
Loop setting ： Move cursor to “Loop”, press “PREV”or“NEXT”to switch mode
between“√”and“×”.“√”=Loop，i.e. to insert a command “LOP” in the end; “×”= no Loop，i.e. to
insert a command “END”.
Monitor setting ： Move cursor to “MON”, input numbers between 0 and 65535 ，
press“ENTER”. If the input is valid, cursorwill move to “CAM”; if the input is invalid, cursor will
not move and numbers will not change.
Camera setting ： Move cursor to “CAM” and input numbers between 0 and 65535,
press“ENTER”. If the input is valid, cursor will move to “PRE”; if the input is invalid, cursor will
not move and numbers will not change.
Preset setting：Move cursor to “PRE”, input numbers between 0 and 128，press“ENTER”. If
the input is valid, cursor will move to “DWELL”; if the input is invalid, cursor will not move and
numbers will not change.
Dwell setting: Move cursor to “DWELL”, input numbers between 0 and 240， press“ENTER”.
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If the input is valid, curso will move to “MON”; if the input is invalid, cursor will not move and
numbers will not change.
Save settings: When the settings are completed, move cursor to “SAVE”, press “ENTER”to
save all the settings. If you don’t want to save the settings, exit directly.
Back: When cursor is on “LOOP” , move joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you can move
cursor to “Back” and press “ENTER” to go back
2.8.1.2 Tour Menu
Tour is made possible by calling presets with use of macro “PRS” which calls tour of specified
cameras. Necessary procedures are: first, input preset calling command, second, add dwell
time after each preset calling command, third, add “LOP” command.
Macro：0001
LOP：×
――――――――――
NO. CAM
PRS
Delay
01
00001 001
005
02
00002 001
005
03 00003
001
005
04
00004 001
005
05 00005
001
005
06
00006
001
005
07
00007
001
005
SAVE

BACK

Fig 2.8.1.2 Tour Menu
Instructions：
Page up: Turn the shuttle clockwise or press SHIFT +NEXT to turn page up；Turn the shuttle
counter-clockwise or press SHIFT +PREV to turn page down.
Jump ： When cursor is on “No.”, input numbers between 1 and 32 via keyboard ，
press“ENTER” to jump to the designated page.
Loop setting ： Move cursor to “Loop”, press “PREV”or“NEXT”to switch mode
between“√”and“×”.“√”=Loop，i.e. to insert a command “LOP” in the end; “×”= no Loop，i.e. to
insert a command “END”.
Camera setting ： Move cursor to “CAM” and input numbers between 0 and 65535,
press“ENTER”. If the input is valid, cursor will move to “PRE”; if the input is invalid, cursor will
not move and numbers will not change.
Preset setting：Move cursor to “PRE”, input numbers between 0 and 128，press “ENTER”. If
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the input is valid, cursor will move to “DWELL”; if the input is invalid, cursor will not move and
numbers will not change.
Dwell setting: Move cursor to “DWELL”, input numbers between 0 and 240， press “ENTER”.
If the input is valid, curso will move to “MON”; if the input is invalid, cursor will not move and
numbers will not change.
Save settings: When the settings are completed, move cursor to “SAVE”, press “ENTER” to
save all the settings. If you don’t want to save the settings, exit directly.
Back: When cursor is on “LOOP” , move joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you can move
cursor to “Back” and press “ENTER” to go back
2.8.1.3 Schedule Operations Menu
Schedule Operation is pre-set a time for the execution of a specified operation, with use of
Macro “TIM”, i.e. to do next step at a specified time. The following picture is an example.
When this macro is switched on, system will run NO. 1command in the picture when it is 8 o’
clock.
Macro：0001
Loop：×
―――――――――――――
No.
Time
on/off
Macro
01
8：00 on
0001
02
9：00 off
0002
03
10：00
on
0003
04
11：00
on
0004
05
12：00
off
0005
06
13：00 off
0006
07
14：00 off
0007
SAVE

BACK

Fig 2.8.1.2 Schedule Operations Menu
Instructions:
Page up: Turn the shuttle clockwise or press SHIFT +NEXT to turn page up；Turn the shuttle
counter-clockwise or press SHIFT +PREV to turn page down.
Jump ： When cursor is on “No.”, input numbers between 1 and 24 via keyboard ，
press“ENTER” to jump to the designated page.
Loop setting ： Move cursor to “Loop”, press “PREV”or“NEXT”to switch mode
between“√”and“×”.“√”=Loop，i.e. to insert a command “LOP” in the end; “×”= no Loop，i.e. to
insert a command “END”.
Time setting: range for hour: 0 ～ 23; range for minute: 0 ～ 59. input numbers and
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press“ENTER” If the input is valid, cursor will move to next item; if the input is invalid, cursor
will not move and numbers will not change.
On/Off setting: Move cursor to “On/Off”, press “PREV”or“NEXT”to switch between “On” and
“Off”. “On”= When it is the specified time, start the macro represented by the macro NO.
“Off”= When it is the specified time, end the macro represented by the macro NO.
Macro No. setting: Move cursor to “Macro”, input numbers between 0 and 1024. If the input
is valid, cursor will move to “Time”; if the input is invalid, cursor will not move and numbers will
not change.
Save settings: When the settings are completed, move cursor to “SAVE”, press “ENTER”to
save all the settings. If you don’t want to save the settings, exit directly.
Back: When cursor is on “LOOP” , move joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you can move
cursor to “Back” and press “ENTER”to go back

2.8.2 Modify Macro Menu.
User can modify macro parameters via this Menu.
Macro NO.：0001
―――――――――――――
No. command para1 para2 para3
001 SWH
00001 00001 00001
002 DWL
00002 00002 00002
003 SWH
00003 00003 00003
004 DWL
00004 00004 00004
005 SWH
00005 00005 00005
006 DWL
00006 00006 00006
007 DWL
00007 00007 00007
SAVE

BACK

Fig 2.8.2 Modify Macro Menu.
Instructions：
Page up: Turn the shuttle clockwise or press SHIFT +NEXT to turn page up；Turn the shuttle
counter-clockwise or press SHIFT +PREV to turn page down.
Jump：When cursor is on “No.”, input numbers between 1 and 128 via keyboard，press
“ENTER” to jump to the designated page.
Parameter setting: Move cursor to parameters, input numbers between 0 and 65535. Press
“ENTER”. If the input is valid, cursor will move to next parameter; if the input is invalid, cursor
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will not move and numbers will not change.
Save settings: When the settings are completed, move cursor to “SAVE”, press “ENTER” to
save all the settings. If you don’t want to save the settings, exit directly.
Back: When cursor is on “LOOP” , move joystick leftward to go back. Or else, you can move
cursor to “Back” and press “ENTER” to go back
Note: Improper modification of macro parameters may lead to possible system malfunctions.
Therefore, users are suggested to tend to professionals for instructions.
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